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Split the front part of the car as shown (the parts inside circle will be taken away)
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Start by installing the car lighting kits



Then install it to the car, take the wind shield away and pass the wires into the car
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Install the sepaerated parts to the lighting parts



Put the parts back then turn the car around
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Split the parts out from the rear side of the car as shown (the parts in circle will 
be taken away) 



Install the lighting parts start from the bricks then put the red tiles back on
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Then put the rest parts back to the car



Install the interior lights 

Pull the signal lightings to the top and hide the wires by the tiles
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Now it’s turn for the house, we first do the bright side

Start with removing the roofs
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Install the lighting parts with clear round plate and round brick, the 1x4 plate
will be reserved as ceiling light
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Turn the house around, remove the left side ceiling 



Then remove the ceiling on the right and install the ceiling light
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Restore both side of the ceilings



Install 4 1x4 plates as shown and restore it on top of the house

Take the clear round tile from the model to put on the lighting 1x2
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Then put the roof back
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Split the string out to combine with the lighting parts, then put it back
(The order has to same as the original)



Now take these lighting parts out for the shadow side

Take the roofs off and take this lighting parts ready
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Install the lights on the seats

Now turn the house around take the lighting parts with 2 1x2 connected and 
install them on the sofa as shown



Remove the ceiling and the wall the pull the clear lighting parts through to install them 
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Put the 1x4 black on the floor 



Same as the bright side, exchange the lighting parts to the string
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Put the wall back and connect with the wires at front door side
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Restore the string and the roofs then the house part is done

The final step will be the lights for the trees, install the right handed side tree then
connect with the other blue lights 
*Remember the lights on the left side has to connect with the green lights side, it 
has to be ended with the bigger connector 



Then it’s green lights turn, also turn the house upside down
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Install the lights on the tree and leave the plug out
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Install the lights on right handed side tree and connect the plug 

Then install the lights on the left handed side
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Put the car on, connect the plugs to USB and it’s done


